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IVY NAILS LOUNGE IDENTITY DESIGN  
AND SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN

I worked on a rebranding project for IVY Nails Lounge in 2020, which 
had formerly been known as Best Nails in Jonesboro, Arkansas. The 
client wanted to switch from a vintage look to a modern and classy 
style in order to target younger customers. Therefore, they requested 
a new identity to match their new interior, whose theme was gold 
and white marble. Taking the request, I designed a new logo, service 
menu, and business card for the salon. I checked in with the client in 
2021; they told me the rebranding was a success. Specifically, their 
revenue went up by 30% at the end of 2020, and they also attracted 
a lot of younger customers.

View full menu booklet here.
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https://issuu.com/thelinhlab/docs/ivy_menu_2
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HUNTINGTON SQUARE STRATEGIC CAMPAIGN

This is a group project to create a strategic campaign for Huntington 
Square, a local brand in Jonesboro, Arkansas. The client wanted 
to promote their venues, specializing in food, entertainment, and 
accommodation. Meanwhile, the campaign also aimed to reinforce 
their inclusivity and diversity. I worked with the team as an art director 
and a social media manager. We successfully pitched a campaign 
with three print ads, a social media strategy, and merchandise to the 
client. This campaign won two Chapter Student ADDY awards in 2022.

Full Leave-Behind PDF is available here.
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xl85PopD1dsPGfg9lM3NQZbWPcCnyoNc/view?usp=sharing
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THE PROCRASTINATOR CALENDAR 

This calendar is one of my personal projects. I executed 12 comic-
style illustrations that go with the 12 months of the year, coherently 
depicting a procrastination story that is relatable to anyone. I also 
designed the calendar layout to fit the style. The minimalist look is 
consistent throughout the pages, while the content is intended to 
crack the audience up.

View full calendar here.
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/11o61VQVwGVXr-jdGxTc5fn0B025dh7Og/view?usp=sharing
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NATURAL SCENTS CANDLE BOXES

With my interest in candle packaging, I carried out this personal 
project and designed three candle boxes for Natural Scents -  
an imaginary brand. It is a local brand that sells hand-crafted 
candles. Therefore, I used most hand-rendered elements to  
reinforce the brand promise of selling natural products. In the 
end, I developed three dielines for the following fragrances: lilac, 
eucalyptus, and citrus. 
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WARNING
Burn within sight.
Keep away from flammables.
Keep away from children and pets.

INSTRUCTIONS
Trim wick to 1/4" before lighting. Keep 
candle free of any foreign materials 
including matches and wick trimmings. 
Only burn candle on a level, 
fire-resistant surface. 
Do not burn candle for more than 
four hours at a time. Stop use when 
only 1/4" of wax remains.

see more products on:

Q natural.scents

K naturalscents.com

contact us at: 

k cs@naturalscents.com
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MAGIC MONKEY SOAP BOX DESIGN 
AND SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN

I worked on this package design project for Magic Monkey -  
an imaginary brand that sells soap for kids. When it comes to the 
products that go on the shelves for children, it involves both the kids 
and their parents. Therefore, I researched the key selling points for 
the two targets and successfully developed a soap box dieline that 
could meet the objective. I also created stimulating merchandise 
and a social media strategy for Magic Monkey. This campaign won 
a Chapter Student Bronze ADDY in 2021.
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Net Wt. 3.2 oz. (90 g)

Usage: Skin cleansing for children. 

Directions: Apply on skin and then rinse off.
 
Caution: External use only. 
Though soap is tear-free, it is not advised to place soap 
in the eyes. If skin irritation occurs, discontinue use. 
If irritation persists, consult a doctor. 

Storage: Keep in a cool and dry place. 

Ingredients: Sodium Tallowate, Water, Sodium Cocoate, 
Sodium Palm Kernelate, Glycerin, Titanium Dioxide, 
Pentasodium Pentetate, Tetrasodium Etidronate, Fragrance.
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ARKANSAS GAME AND FISH COMMISSIONS AD CAMPAIGN

I worked in a team to create a strategic campaign for the Arkansas 
Game & Fish Commissions. The objective was to increase the rate of 
new fishing license purchases, primarily targeting families and young 
adults in Arkansas. Our team developed a social media strategy, 
a point-of-purchase sticker holder, stimulating merchandise, and 
a guerrilla advertising concept. We also pitched a landing page 
optimization idea.

Full Leave-Behind is available here.
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cE1aTUyKvinAMf2oz5OLW_yQnymLSNVM/view?usp=sharing
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CHRISTMAS STICKERS AND NOTEBOOK DESIGN

I made these stickers and notebook covers when I participated in an 
art sale in December 2021. These designs were crafted entirely from 
my illustrations, which gave me a break from all the other graphic 
design work. Acknowledging that most customers would be young 
adults, I decided to go with an engaging and friendly style while 
maintaining a consistent color palette throughout the piece.
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MENTAL HEALING ZINE

With the desire to create at least one meaningful piece that supports 
mental healing, I made this zine to speak my voice. I gathered my 
favorite articles and made coherent illustrations to put in the zine’s 
layout. Each spread features a different topic about mental health, 
while a consistent style is seen throughout the zine. Credits for 
photographs and articles are included in the spreads.

View full zine here.
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https://issuu.com/thelinhlab/docs/phan_mentalhealingzine
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OPTUS INC.

As an intern at Optus Inc, I redesigned their marketing materials and 
internal posters in compliance with the brand’s guidelines. I also 
participated in the ongoing social media campaign by developing 
squares and proposing possible ideas to increase their engagements 
on social media. I developed over ten white paper documents, two 
infographics, several social media squares, a swag T-shirt, and a 
notebook cover during my time with the company.

Links to the documents are provided below.
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Babylon Health is a virtual health service that 

is revolutionizing the healthcare industry in the 

U.K. Through the Babylon mobile app, users can 

quickly and easily book video consultations with 

their doctors, get specialist referrals, and receive 

prescriptions for nearby pharmacies. Patients can 

also monitor symptoms and stats such as calorie 

burn, blood pressure, and vitamin levels, and share 

them with their doctors.

Babylon
Health

Through the high-quality video, patients can 

speak face-to-face with a doctor directly from 

their smartphone within a matter of clicks—all

from the comfort of their own home.

Babylon recognized that it’s not always  easy to 

get to a doctor’s appointment. Getting access to 

healthcare can be inconvenient or costly for many 

people. However, most people today own a mobile 

phone. By adding video to its mobile application, 

Babylon is enabling patients to speak to doctors in 

real time, whenever they need and in a place that 

suits them. Through video consultations, Babylon 

is making healthcare affordable and accessible 

without losing the  human element.

Ensuring a secure, real-time, 
mobile environment 

In order to enable widespread access 

to the service, it was important to 

Babylon to ensure that people could 

access the service from their own 

devices. Babylon used the Vonage 

Video API platform’s mobile SDKs 

to ensure a simple and reliable 

smartphone experience for its users.

Solution

Secure, face-to-face medical consultations

By using a robust video API platform, 

Babylon Health made it possible for patients 

to speak face-to-face with a doctor directly 

from their smartphone—all from the comfort 

of their own home. Also crucial to Babylon 

Health is security. Using video encryption, 

Babylon Health could meet their security 

requirements, so patient data would remain 

secure at all times.

Results

info@optusinc.com  •  870.974.7700  •  optusinc.com

Giving users a 
general practitioner 
in their pockets

THE PATH TO 
EVOLUTION
Practical Steps for Business 
Readiness and Resilience

From the speed of modern business to the rapid 

response to COVID-19 enabling millions of people 

to work remotely, cloud technology has been at the 

forefront. At no other point in time has there ever 

been such a need for the instant availability of IT 

resources enabled by the cloud than during the 

coronavirus pandemic.

1. Evaluate Cloud-Based Communications and 

Collaboration Tools

UCaaS and CCaaS solutions offer innovation, 

agility and scale. Providing individuals with the right 

communications and collaboration tools is crucial  

to enable an efficient remote working environment. 

2. Provide Devices That Optimize Productivity

Ensure the software-based communications  

and collaboration services experience includes  

adequate audio and video communications and  

noise canceling headsets.

3. Manage the Cyber Risks of Remote Work

While digital tools offer excellent support for remote 

workers, shifting work patterns on such a massive scale 

can have serious unanticipated implications for IT and 

cybersecurity. Companies need to assess the core IT 

infrastructure for remote working, secure applications 

and devices for the remote workforce and embed 

cybersecurity into business continuity plans.

4. Put a Business Continuity Plan in Place

Stay connected and prepared. As governments make 

significant interventions in response to the coronavirus, 

businesses are rapidly adjusting to the changing needs 

of their employees and customers while navigating the 

financial and operational challenges. Businesses need  

a plan that contains contingencies for systems, processes, 

assets, human resources and business partners—every 

aspect of the business that might be affected. 

HEALTHCARE’S  
PRESENT AND FUTURE

Today, more than ever, it’s critical for healthcare organizations to take full advantage of advancements in technology  

to provide comprehensive care and improved CX (customer experience) for their patients.

Before the global pandemic, many medical providers were starting to leverage the power of IoT (internet of things)— 

a system comprised of devices that communicate through cloud connectivity—and digital transformation to make much 

needed improvements in the way data was utilized and patient care was provided. And other areas like telehealth—where 

the patient can access beneficial medical information, make an appointment, or complete consultations with physicians 

virtually—have seen a huge spike as hospitals strive to free up in-person resources for more critical patients.

Whether providing care face to face, or remote via telehealth, there are a variety of solutions and cutting-edge technologies 

the healthcare industry can leverage, even during this ever-changing situation. Let’s explore a few.

Streamline in-office check-in processes  

and experiences

• Online/SaaS-based health questionnaires and forms

• Temperature checks

• Self-serve entryway kiosks

• Mobile and/or drive-through specimen-collection sites

• Digital signage and wayfinding technology

Provide home-healthcare kits for non-critical care

• USB cameras

• Thermometers

• Collaboration platforms to communicate with caregivers

Boost video collaboration to improve care

• Consultations between doctors at different hospitals

• Cross-team engagement during medical procedures

Power up and secure your network

• Network and bandwidth upgrades that accommodate 

IoT, 4K/HD video, and telehealth

• Security-as-a-Service (SECaaS) that prevents phishing 

and cyberattacks

Equip back-office healthcare personnel with  

remote tools

• UCaaS, collaboration software, laptops with access 

to SaaS applications, remote help-desk support, and 

break/fix hardware dispatch

Migrate to the cloud

• Aging on-site, hardware-based servers and PBX systems 

are migrated to the cloud, to ensure always-on access

View these one-page documents here.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1D3UHMPTBjsxF3ppt9LBgapPhTHzdyG2n/view?usp=sharing
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THE CASE FOR 
CLOUD CONTACT CENTER

Customers 

have specific 

expectations 

when it comes  

to service.
of customers stopped using a 

product or service after having to 

repeat themselves too many times 

or being passed from rep to rep.

of respondents say that a 

knowledgable and friendly 

customer service rep ranks as a 

top-three factor for an excellent 

customer service experience.

of customers expect their  

issues to be resolved quickly  

on the channel of their choice.

Yet, companies 

are struggling to 

meet them with 

on-premise contact 

center technology,

which has serious 

implications for 

service quality.

And customers 

simply will not 

tolerate that.

have customers stopped using  

a product or service on average  

in the past year due to a bad 

customer service experience. 

on average among younger 

customers between the age of 18-34, 

revealing the higher standards that 

companies must meet nowadays.

Cloud contact centers 

are clearly the best option 

to resolve these issues.

Top-rated benefits of integrated contact 

centers with mission-critical apps:

52% customer service level

52% time saving

53% cost saving

 of CXO and senior-level employees 

agree that contact center workers 

would stay at their job longer if they 

are having a seamless communication 

and collaboration platform.

will transition within three years

of companies have partially or 

fully transitioned to the cloud

info@optusinc.com | 870.974.7700  | optusinc.com

of responders have chat, 

text, social, and/or video 

interactions available within 

their contact center.

of agents have to toggle 

between applications to reach a 

customer resolution every day, 

which wastes up to 60 minutes.

of companies say 

that integrating new 

technologies ranks as  

a top-four challenge.

of contact center workers report having to  

leave their customer communications app to 

use another to communicate with coworkers.

of agents say that when communications 

technologies fail, they get unhappy at work;  

half say this makes them more likely to be  

rude to coworkers, friends, and families.

of contact center workers report having to 

put their customers through longer than 

needed service times due to ineffective 

communication technology.

4x 5x

ranked customer  

experience as the  

top area of focus  

when it comes to  

digital transformation.

Top-rated reasons for moving the 

contact center to the cloud:

• Ability to meet the customers’ needs

• Better reporting and analytics

• Increasing reliability
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View full infographic here.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lRfadEE4KR3HEepytCF4f6qlGggmDPqc/view?usp=sharing
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Calls are getting lost in your IVR

You rely on live agents for routine tasks  
such as payments and password reset.

of callers engage with an open-ended 

question, while  only 70% will engage 

with a directed dialog IVR menu.

IVAs use natural language 

processing (NLP) to ask open-

ended questions like  “How can I 

help you?” This eliminates the need 

for lengthy directed dialog menus 

and increases routing accuracy.

of organizations have 

automated credit 

card payments.

of organizations  

have automated 

password reset.

IVAs easily integrate with your 

back-end systems to fulfill simple 

customer requests, increasing 

your automation rates and 

reducing service costs.

3

4

You have high agent turnover.

You need to scale customer support 
quickly for spikes in demand.

of IT decision makers agree that 

automating more customer support 

tasks has benefited their workforce.

Offloading monotonous tasks 

to IVAs frees up live agents for 

more rewarding work.

IVAs can also help calls go 

smoother for live agents 

by passing on customer 

information and context.

is the average cost of training 

a single call center employee.

is the increase in customer

engagement during COVID-19, 

based on data from various 

conversational AI vendors.

IVAs work around the clock for 10%  

of what a live agent costs, and you 

can build and deploy them days or 

weeks. You can pay per virtual agent 

per month with “bursting” features 

that allow you to scale on demand  

for unforeseen peaks.

5 Your IVR doesn’t support conversational 
interactions with customers.

of all customer service will 

be handled by conversational 

agents by 2022.

of major enterprises will have selected a 

single, enterprise-wide, conversational 

platform that is leveraged as a front-end 

for customer service applications by 2025.
The latest cloud-based 

natural language services 

are trained by millions of 

conversations that Google, 

IBM and Amazon process 

for higher accuracy.

info@optusinc.com | 870.974.7700  | optusinc.com

250%

$7500
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View full infographic here.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/16s8SqYJ-SRP2Tg3foPp1Fb-5ChrswKRc/view?usp=sharing
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Digital 
Communications 

in Healthcare

Enhancing the  
Patient Experience  

with CCaaS
Health Cloud helps providers, payers, and pharma 

or device manufacturers understand and speak to 

the consumer ’s preferences. Prior to organizations 

moving towards a customer-centric model, the 

healthcare industry was focused on optimizing 

internal management systems, which resulted in 

 legacy solutions with even more dispersed data.  

By leveraging data within Salesforce, agents  

now have more time and information to curate 

personal health journeys and provide better 

customer experiences.   When integrated with  

Health Cloud, our contact center solution  

empowers staff, keeps patients engaged in  

their care, and increases customer loyalty.

Emergency 
Medicine
Telehealth
What’s possible and what’s practical?

View this document here. View this document here. View this document here.

https://issuu.com/thelinhlab/docs/optus-case-study-digital-communications
https://issuu.com/thelinhlab/docs/optus-case-study-emergency-medicine-21122_
https://issuu.com/thelinhlab/docs/optus-case-study-health-cloud
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1

GET AHEAD OF  
THE COMPETITION  
WITH CCAAS

1

EMBRACING
CLOUD COMPUTING

CONTACT CENTER  
OPPORTUNITIES

View this document here. View this document here. View this document here.

https://issuu.com/thelinhlab/docs/optus-ccaas-white-paper-get-ahead-of-the-competiti
https://issuu.com/thelinhlab/docs/optus-white-paper-contact-center-opportunities
https://issuu.com/thelinhlab/docs/optus-white-paper-embracing-cloud-computing
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THERE’S NO 
PLACE LIKE 
(WORKING 
FROM)  
HOME

Telecommuting is no longer a 

choice for many workers. It’s a 

necessity. In fact, Upwork  

predicts 73% of all teams will  

have remote workers by 2028.  

And Gartner predicts that, by 

2030, the demand for remote  

work will increase by 30%.

Let’s take a look at the latest 

telecommuting trends and the 

industry-leading products and 

services we offer to make the 

remote work journey as simple  

and painless as possible.

REMOTE WORKING TRENDS WE HAVE THE TECHNOLOGY  
YOU NEED TO GO REMOTE

of workers are more 

productive when  

working remotely

of US workers would 

take a pay cut of  

up to 5% in order  

to work remotely

more of remote

workers say they ’re

happy in their jobs

when compared to

on-site workers

of telecommuters reported 

lower stress levels—and  

data shows less stress  

leads to happier, more 

engaged employees

of telecommuters report

higher morale, and 69% of

telecommuters reported

lower absenteeism

of remote workers say they

are not concerned working

remotely will impact their

career progression

86%

34%

29%

82%

80%

68%

Connectivity

Headsets

Workspace Devices

USB Video Camera

UCAAS & Collaboration Software

Phones

Wi-fi | increase productivity and application 

performance // VPN | secure connection to 

corporate network and applications  

Carrier and ISP services

Monitor | slim designs, striking colors,  

life-like graphics for optimal viewing  

Keyboard & Mouse | variety of models  

ensures flexibility and ease of use  

Power | total protection against power  

surges, spikes, lightning, and more

cloud-based platforms to stay connected and 

productive—chats, calls, video meetings, file 

storage, and applications

Easy-to-use, highperformance HD, easily 

connects to PC

Wired or wireless models available in choice  

of wearing style for superior audio and  

noise cancellation

Traditional deskphones, personal phones 

(with dock), or soft client on PCs
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EXPLORE GEORGIA AD CAMPAIGN

This is a concept work where I researched and developed a new 
advertising campaign for Explore Georgia. It is a government-
owned website that focuses on promoting Georgia’s tourism. The 
objectives were to reach a new audience and increase the traffic 
to their website. I chose the Backpacker magazine for the new ads’ 
publication, targeting young and busy entrepreneurs among their 
audience. Understanding that Explore Georgia wanted to raise 
awareness for tourist attractions all around the state, I designed  
three print ads to feature their hiking trails, waterfalls, and beaches. 
Besides, I created website banner ads and paid Facebook ads to 
support the campaign.

Full Leave-Behind is available here.
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kn-gXc1CqiW8CSWeoTBJhS9w_DIMR8wT/view?usp=sharing
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